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Aachen



Getting there
Air
There is no airport in Aachen, but Cologne (CGN) and 
Düsseldorf (DUS) are both served by international flights. The 
next larger international airports are situated in Frankfurt (FRA) 
and Amsterdam Schiphol (AMS).

Rails
Trains to Aachen Hbf run from Cologne (c0:45min, 1 change), 
Düsseldorf  (c1:45h, 1 change), Frankfurt (c2:00h, direct), 
Amsterdam (c3:50h, 2 changes).

Eurostar
For London travellers, the Eurostar offers a quick and 
comfortable ride straight from St. Pancras to Aachen Hbf in 
about 4:30h (1 change).

More information available here: https://www.aachen-
tourismus.de/en/plan/arrival/

https://www.aachen-tourismus.de/en/plan/arrival/


Getting around
On foot
Once you get there, Aachen is extremely walkable. Most sites, bars and 
restaurants on the following pages are easily reached on foot in a maximum of  
20 minutes’ time.

E-scooters and e-cycle
If  you are a) in a rush or b) lazy, try hiring an e-scooter (via VOI or TIER apps), or 
an e-bike (via Velocity stations). Make sure to stay off  the sidewalk and adhere 
to the STRAßENVERKEHRSORDNUNG (road traffic regulations).

ASEAG Busses
The ASEAG Bus network covers all of  Aachen and the area around it. You can 
purchase tickets on the bus using cash (ideally coins) or using the movA app, 
though I understand it to be sub-par.

Taxi
There is no Uber in Aachen, but you can flag down cabs or speak to the 
foremost (!) taxi on one of  the taxi stands close to the most popular nightlife 
spots. Be prepared to pay cash and tip. You can also hail taxis through the FREE 
NOW app for a compable price and pay by credit card.

https://www.aachen-tourismus.de/en/plan/arrival/local-
mobility/

https://www.aachen-tourismus.de/en/plan/arrival/local-mobility/


What to see

The cathedral
If  you can only see one thing, make it this. With its foundations laid in 
805 AD, the cathedral is the crown jewel of  Aachen’s sites. And it’s 
free..!

Krämerstraße & Market Square
Lined with shops and cafes, this street leads up from the cathedral to 
the market square and city hall. While you are there, indulge on some 
Printen from Nobis or a Streuselbrötchen from Moss!

Elisenbrunnen
The Elisenbrunnen was conceived in the early 1800s to give the public 
(us!) access to the healing thermal water. It smells horrible, but it tastes 
horrible also. Bottoms up!

University main building and SuperC
About 45,000 students roam Aachen. Roam with them and explore the 
main building and the futuristic SuperC north of  the historical 
downtown.

Lousberg & the devil and the market woman
For a quieter walk hike up the Lousberg, Aachen’s response to the 
Rockies. Follow the devil’s footsteps and learn how the Aachen locals 
outwitted him yet again!



What to do

CHIO Aachen World Equestrian Festival
The ”Wimbledon of  equestrian sport” opens it’s gates the week 
after the Polterabend. Enjoy some world-class horse jumping or 
simply stroll around, aperol in hand, and soak up the 
atmosphere. Book tickets early!

Carolus Thermen
Aachen is known for its hot springs – this is why Charlemagne 
stuck around. Do as he did and schedule a hangover-cleansing 
spa day.

Aachen Cathedral Treasury
This museum is widely seen as the most significant set of  
church treasure north of  the alps. Look out for the bust that 
inspired Tom’s latest tattoo.

Dreiländereck (Three-country-corner)
Visit the point where Germany, Belgium, and the Netherlands 
meet. While you are there, take on the challenge of  the 
Drielandenpunt maze. Don’t get lost..!



Where to eat
Kebab Not Kebab

Pontgrill Ideal for late-night kebab after a night 
out in the Pontviertel.

Kennedygrill Historically alleged to serve the 
best kebab in Aachen. Bit of  a trek. Good for 
lunch.

Deniz Kebap Haus Recently voted the best 
kebab house in downtown.

Westpark Grill The local. Ideal for Dürüm and 
vegetarian alternatives.

Ristaurante Toscana http://www.toscana-
aachen.de/home (the Gehlen family’s Italian 
local. Mimmo will do you good)

Gold of  Naples http://www.goldofnaples.de
(likely the best pizza in Germany)

Leni Liebt Kaffee https://leniliebtkaffee.de
(brunch and legit Flat White)

Restaurant Elisenbrunnen https://www.eb-
aachen.de (slightly fancier German cuisine)

Day Du http://daydu.de (Modern Asian fusion)

Waldschenke http://waldschenke-aachen.de
(German and rather meaty)

http://www.toscana-aachen.de/home
http://www.goldofnaples.de/
https://www.theallium.ca/
https://leniliebtkaffee.de/
https://www.eb-aachen.de/
http://daydu.de/
http://waldschenke-aachen.de/


Where to drink

Sowiso Classic student bar. Tequila is €1.11. 

TANGENTE Classic grownup bar. Tequila is €2.50.

Domkeller Gehlen favourite, especially on a nice 
summer night.

Café Egmont Eccentric cafe for rainy afternoons 
and long summer nights.

The Gin Library A fancy cocktail bar – or as fancy 
as they come in Aachen. 

Café & Bar Zuhause This bar is literally called 
“home”. Act like it. But keep your trousers on.

Bahkauv

Aachen is a student town. Act like it. Pick a bar 
where they keep track of  your tap by drawing 
on paper coasters. Order Tequila, Jager, Flimm. 
Try a Berliner Luft. Stay until 2:00am. Find a 

kebab for the walk home.

But don’t get lost. Legend has it that the statue 
of  the Bahkauv climbs off  its podium at night to 

ambush intoxicated residents. Don’t let it get 
you. 



Where is what
We’ve created a map with all locations from the past few pages. You can check it out here
and plan your stay! 

https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1Qwl8IQab1jRJ_UE8u3OLGStOphPY25B_&usp=sharing


See you 
there!


